Spy stories

Classics

Le Carré, John
- The Spy Who Came in from the Cold (also LP, audio)
  Considered by some as the greatest spy novel ever written.

Many other titles by this author in print and other formats.

Fleming, Ian
- Goldfinger
  One of many titles in the James Bond series.

Conrad, Joseph
- The Secret Agent (also audiobook)

Greene, Graham
- Our Man in Havana (1958) (also audiobook) (humorous)

Spy stories

Historical

Furst, Alan
- The Spies of Warsaw (2009) (also audiobook)

Kanon, Joseph
- Leaving Berlin (2015)

Free Agent
- Duns, Jeremy
  Fic Duns, J. (2009) (Cold War era)

Monte Carlo
- Sheppard, Stephen

The Midas Touch
- Winward, Walter

Historical

Children of Cain
  - Monfredo, Miriam Grace

The Masque of the Black Tulip
  - Willig, Lauren

Farewell to the King
  - Schoendoerffer, Pierre
    Fic Schoendoerffer, P. (1970) (WWII)

The Fallen Angels
  - Kells, Susannah

The Spy Who Came in from the Cold
  - Le Carre, John
    Fic Le Carre, J. (1964) video

City of Gold
  - Deighton, Len
    Fic Deighton, L. (1992) also LP

Fall from Grace
  - Collins, Larry
    Fic Collins, L. (1985) (WWII)

Golden Fox
  - Smith, Wilbur
**Romance**
Helen MacInnes has written many spy stories with strong romance plots. Look for them in Large Print and fiction.

The Queen’s Fool
- Gregory, Philippa

By Juliette Benzoni:
- Marianne and the Privateer (1972)
And others in this series, which takes place in post-Revolutionary France

Stopover Tokyo
- Marquand, John
Fic Marquand, J. (1957)

Alibi Club
- Mathews, Francine
Fic Mathews, F. (2006) also on CD

The Raider
- Deveraux, Jude
LP Fic Deveraux, J. (1987)

All the Queen’s Men
- Howard, Linda
Fic Howard, L. (1999) and LP Fic

The Faithful Spy
- Berensen, Alex

In Their Footsteps

**Science Fiction/ Fantasy**

Declare
- Powers, Tim

Shadow of the Hegemon
- Card, Orson Scott

Judas Strain (Sigma Force series)

**Mystery**

The Man Who Was Thursday
- Chesterton, G.K.
Fic Chesterton, G. (1935)

The Colonel’s Daughter
- Harrod-Eagles, Cynthia

Bridge of Sighs
- Steinhaue, Olen

Spy’s Fate
- Correa, Arnaldo

Mrs. Pollifax series
By Dorothy Gilman - in Mys Fic

AKA Jane (part of a series)
- Tan, Maureen (in Mys fiction)

**Humorous**

Loose Lips
- Berlinski, Claire

The File on H
- Kadare, Ismail

**Short Stories**

Agents of Treachery
Fic ShStor age (2010)
Spy stories

The Day of the Jackal
- Forsyth, Frederick
Fic Forsyth, F. (1971) also audio, VHS

Termination Order
- Friedman, Philip
Fic Friedman, P. (1979)

November Man series
By Bill Granger - in Fic

Wildfire (Harry Lightstone series)
- Goddard Ken
Fic Goddard, K. (1994)

The 47th Samurai (Swagger series)
- Hunter, Stephen

The Corsican
- Heffernan, William

The Sunday Spy
- Hood, William

The Fallen Angel
- Silva, Daniel
Fic Silva, D. (2012) (features international art restorer Gabriel Allon - this time inside the Vatican)

The Good Spy
- Layton, Jeffrey
Fic Layton, J. (2016)

A Landing on the Sun
- Frayn, Michael

A Position of Trust
- Hart, Roy
Fic Hart, R. (1985)

A Map of Betrayal
- Jin, Ha
Fic Jin, H. (2014) (China)

The Cairo Affair
- Steinhauer, Olen
Fic Steinhauer, O. (2014)

Red Sparrow
- Matthews, Jason
Fic Matthews, J. (2013) (Russia)

I Am Pilgrim
- Hayes, Terry
Fic Hayes, T. (2014) (also on CD)

Queen & Country
- Rucka, Greg & others
Fic Rucka, G.

The Director
- Ignatius, David

After the Rain
- Logan, Chuck

The Thirty-Nine Steps
- Buchan, John
Fic Buchan, J. (1964)

Zero Minus Ten
- Benson, Raymond
Fic Benson, R. (1997) (James Bond series)

Spy Hook
- Deighton, Len
LP Fic Deighton, L. (1988)

Honey Trap
- Egleton, Clive
(Peter Ashton series)

Last Call for Blackford Oakes
- Buckley, William F., Jr.

Topaz
- Uris, Leon
Fic Uris, L. (1967)
Spy stories

Biography and Nonfiction

Mata Hari
- Howe, Russell Warren
  B Mata H (1986)

Agent Zigzag: Nazi espionage
- Macintyre, Ben
  940.54 macag (2007)

Elizabeth’s spymaster: Francis Walsingham
- Hutchinson, Robert
  Biog Walsingham (2007)

Perfect Spy: Pham Xuan An
- Berman, Larry
  Biog Pham, X. (2007)

Clever Girl: Elizabeth Bentley
- Kessler, Lauren

A Spy in Canaan
- Schack, Howard H.
  327.125694 Sch (1993)

Young Adult

Two Suns in the Sky
- Bat-Ami, Miriam

Tamar
- Peet, Mal

Point Blank
  (part of the Alex Rider series by Anthony Horowitz) in YA Fic

Code Name Verity
- Wein, Elizabeth
  YA Fic Wein, E. (2012)

The Thirty-Nine Steps (DVD, video)
Casino Royale (video) - based on the first James Bond book
Three Days of the Condor (1999) DVD
The Day of the Jackal (video)
Topaz (DVD)
The Spy Who Loved Me (video)
The Conversation (video)
A Most Wanted Man (DVD)
Skyfall (DVD)